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In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful
Subject: Preliminam vision for preparing future leadership

- The idea and reasons calling for it:
This is an attempt to fill in the leadership vacuum, which is expected to occur in the
upcoming years, and to create a second line of leadership to take over the
administrative, planning, executive or technical duties, Also, satisfy the current
shortage public work leadership and its different organizations, and (ISNA) in
particular, and to cover the major shortage in the educational and guiding leadership.
-The Goals:

1) Preparing and qualifying (40-50) brothers to be leaders in the public work and its
organizations in a period no more than two years.
2) Preparing and qualifying (15-20) brothers to become Masuls of regions in a period
of no more than two years.
3) Preparing and qualifying (20-30) brothers to be heads and members of departments
and committees, in a period of no more than three years.

4) Preparing and qualifying (80-100) brothers to be educators and Usra directors in a
period of no more than three years.

* Remark: the word (brother) means a brother and a sister.

Total = (155-200).

- Means of wreparation: Means are numerous, among which, for example but not limited to
are :
A) For public work:
-Familiarity with running an Islamic center + membership of a preparatory committee
for a camp, a public course, or a conference.
Mastering oration by attending courses + special curricula t- courses and seminars +
audio tapes and videos ihighlighting him in conferences (presiding or presenting
segments and others...) ...and there are many others.
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(2)
B) For the Masuls of the regions:

-Different kinds of courses + special curricula + practice and experience in managing
some branch or regional work + association with seniors and those with previous
experience, and benefitting from them -ta camp for special preparation for a
week...and so on.
C) For heads of departments and committees and their members:

-Planning, organizing, and management courses + attending some meetings of the
currents apparatuses (as observers in order to benefit) + special curricula + studies
that serve the goal + experience and practice... and so on.
D) For educators and Usra managers:

- A series of educational, Sharia, and managerial sessions -t special curriculum,
association with the seniors + audio tapes and videos + special and long camp for this
topic and so on.

- Steps of Imqlementation:
1) Determining the apparatuses and sites that need leadership elements in accordance
with the Group's priorities,
2) Determining the apparatuses that require modernization and the leadership
elements that are needed for them.
3) Nominating the brothers that need to be prepared from the regions according to
certain specifications.
4) Classifying the nominated brothers according to their leadership readiness
(planning, organization, public work, educator, ...).
5) Specifying the needed programs and curricula, and the possible means.
6 ) Specifying the brothers who are qualified to perform the preparation and training.
7) Preparing an acceptable formula to enable all nominated brothers to attend Usra
meetings.
8) Determining an acceptable formula to tie all nominated with some independent
apparatus which follows up on the progress and preparation (an auxiliary committee
that is affiliated with the planning committee as an example, or "Q" "2" "T" ...).
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-Time Frame:
1. Approving the preparation plan in the final draft no later than the next meeting of the
Shura Council.
2. Identifying candidates for preparation for the different sites
1/30/1989
3. Identifying cuwicula, the materials and the necessary tools
1/30/1989
4. Nominating the teachers
1/30/1989
5. Determining the needed locations
1130189
6. Preparing a detailed program schedule for the preparation program
2120189
7. Starting the implementation
3/1/89
-The Budget:
- A budget for this work which is suitable for its importance is to be allotted. As for the

breakdown, it will come later and based on the approval of this initial vision, the number of
candidates and sites and other.
-Taking into account benefitting from the secretariats of the organizations in Plainfield
where the residence, the mosque, the library, the administration of the endowment, the
classrooms, photocopying equipment and presentation equipment (Movies, Videos,
Slides....) are available.
-Un-invested Leadership Potentials:
- It is noticed that there is a considerable number of no less that (30) brothers whose

potentials are not utilized at the required level for various reasons.
- What is needed is to think and to study this issue and to continue what we have started in
this regard.
-A Report of the Current leaders hi^ Potentials:

See table ==>
And God knows best, and He is the benefactor of success and satisfaction.
[IL signature]

M.A.
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